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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION  
 
1.A.  Aims and Objectives 
 
The Master’s Degree Program in “Science and Technology Studies in Medicine” (STS in 
Medicine) is a one-year course of study intended for advanced pre-doctoral students, 
post-doctoral fellows, and faculty members who wish to master qualitative social science 
and humanities-oriented research methods to enhance their research designs and broaden 
their investigative projects. Course work includes instruction in core theory drawn from 
medical anthropology, history and sociology, providing a foundation in interdisciplinary 
scholarship commonly referred to as “science studies” at other institutions. Specialized 
topics such as qualitative research methods, social network analysis (use of tools such as 
SPSS), technology assessment, social dimensions of health care, the politics of bio-
entrepreneurship, and the philosophy of biomedicine are available through electives. The 
master’s program will provide a field of interdisciplinary academic investigation that 
examines the many ways that health, disease, and the practices of medicine, the 
biomedical sciences and implementation of medical technologies are affected by social 
and humanitarian concerns. Requirements include a comprehensive review of the 
literature, presentation of original work at an end-of-year symposium, and preparation of 
a thesis or publication of an original peer-reviewed manuscript.  
 
The master’s program will establish new courses and a framework for concentrated study 
that can be pursued by medical students at UCSF (“Medical Student’s Option”, see 2.D.6, 
below), UC Berkeley (Joint Medical Program), non-medical student graduates, residents 
and faculty. This plan complements broader curriculum changes occurring at UCSF 
under the “Pathways to Discovery” initiative which facilitates a MD with Thesis option 
for medical students. 
 
1.B. Historical Development of the Field and Institutional Strengths  
 
STS in Medicine is a new academic program stemming from a more general field of 
academic study called Science and Technology Studies (STS), which has been formalized 
at universities in America and abroad throughout the last four decades. 
 
STS is a field that owes its origins to scientists who provided critical reflection and 
analysis of the ways that scientific research was being used beyond the research site in 
the immediate post WWII era (described as a move from “little science to big science”). 
The first generation was comprised of physicists turned philosophers of science such as 
Derek de Solla Price, Thomas Kuhn, and John Ziman. In the past decade, STS 
scholarship has examined the breakdown of the dichotomy between “science” and 
“society” (expert and lay knowledge) by investigating the appropriation of scientific 
knowledge for commercial, political and personal ends. Examples of this include studies 
of the rise of expert activism and the “public understanding of science” movement.  
STS in Medicine as it will be defined at UCSF follows this line of investigation, 
examining how medical science and technology moves, and is used, beyond the academy 
and given meaning in different cultural contexts. A succinct historical overview of the 
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field of STS is provided by Sergio Sismundo, An Introduction to Science and Technology 
Studies (Blackwell, 2003); for the uniqueness of post-positivist philosophy, see J.H. 
Zammito, A Nice Derangement of Epistemes: Post-Positivism in the Study of Science 
from Quine to Latour (University of Chicago Press, 2004). Some examples of case-
studies generated from applications of STS research to medical science and technology is 
in Mary Elston, ed., The Sociology of Medical Science and Technology (Blackwell, 
1997). 
 
1.B.1. Interdisciplinary Background 
 
The proposed master’s degree is an adaptation of a relatively new but rapidly growing 
academic field of Science and Technology Studies, also referred to as “Science, Medicine 
and Technology Studies,” or simply “Science Studies.” The field was created through 
interdisciplinary collaboration and pioneering analytical scholarship. In its brief history, 
the nomenclature has caused some confusion. Conventional humanities-based disciplines 
such as history and philosophy did not easily comprehend STS’s methods of examining 
the practices of contemporary science, while traditional scientific disciplines wondered 
about the lack of pure scientific research within its “studies.” As an interdisciplinary 
field, drawing on diverse methodologies and scholarship, STS navigated from within 
different modes of inquiry, making it difficult to pigeon hole. Yet its interdisciplinarity is 
what has led to its propagation and success as a field of study today. 
 
Scholars trained in history, philosophy, anthropology, sociology, economics and policy 
were united by their shared interest in examining the development and impact of science 
and technology in society. The focus is to examine conditions (social, economic, 
institutional, political) that affect the production of scientific knowledge and the 
development and uses of its technologies. STS investigators utilize multidisciplinary 
methods to contextualize their findings. They ask fundamental questions about the role of 
science and technology in social and environmental change. The field integrates insights 
from the humanities and social sciences into a coherent body of knowledge that provides 
students with means to be reflexive about science, engineering, and clinical practice in 
relation to past and present modes of life. Students acquire heightened awareness of the 
tensions between certain scientific and technological innovations and broad social, ethical 
and political concerns.   
 
The field of STS has spread rapidly among universities in America and abroad, becoming 
a common undergraduate degree program, and increasingly an advanced degree program, 
particularly at institutions known for their schools of science and engineering. PhD 
programs in STS are available at Rensselaer, Cornell, MIT, and Virginia Tech, for 
instance. The master’s degree in STS is rarer but becoming more popular, with new 
programs at University College London, Rensselaer, and Virginia Tech. In the last few 
years the field has become recognized by the National Science Foundation, which offers 
grants under the program title Science and Technology Studies, which supports research 
that draws on social science methods to analyze the impact of science and technology in 
society.  
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The field has two international associations and specialized journals dedicated to its 
scholarship, the Society for the History of Technology (SHOT, with an academic journal: 
Technology and Culture) and the Society for the Social Studies of Science (4S, with an 
academic journal: Science, Technology & Human Values), and an independent 
international journal Social Studies of Science. These institutions and journals help to 
provide national educational standards for course development, opportunities for 
employment, peer review, and publication in this area. In sum, the interdisciplinarity of 
the field has provided innovative analytic tools to investigate the development and impact 
of scientific knowledge and technology in different societies, and has proven to be an 
attractive field of study at the intersection between humanities and science.  
 
At UCSF, a non-degree-offering Center for Science, Technology & Medicine Studies—a 
forum for interdisciplinary communication between faculty and students—is housed in 
the Department of Anthropology, History and Social Medicine. Regional interest around 
this field continues to grow. In 2005, the University of California Science, Technology 
and Society Network (http://ucsts.berkeley.edu/) was launched, providing a database of 
activities, courses and contacts of faculty and students involved with this field across the 
UC system. The master’s degree at UCSF will provide a new platform for specialized 
academic investigation and accreditation in this field. 
 
 
1.B.2 Institutional Strengths  
 
The vision for the degree program at UCSF is to adapt the approach referred to above to 
investigate science and technology specifically as they relate to medicine and the health 
sciences. Science and Technology Studies in Medicine (STS in Medicine) will draw on 
the existing academic subspecialties of medical history, medical anthropology, and 
medical sociology at UCSF to create a new and innovative interdisciplinary and 
collaborative degree program that analyses the diverse activities and products of 
biomedicine. From the molecule to community, pharmacogenomics to medical imaging, 
or from bench to boardroom, medical research and the industries behind it provide 
multiple areas of investigation to sustain a master’s degree program. As a premier 
university devoted to the health sciences, UCSF is a natural home for the development of 
a training program that will define a new discipline for specialized scholarship and 
collaboration between practitioners in the health sciences and medical humanities, united 
by their research in this area.  
 
There are numerous faculty and PhD programs in place at UCSF that provide the 
structural integrity of the proposed one-year master’s program (see below, 1.C. for 
relationship to existing programs). There is also increasing support for interdisciplinary 
programs that foster social, cultural and other forms of non-biomedical social science and 
humanities perspectives on health, illness and disease. The Area of Concentration 
program for fourth year medical students provides an example. This program has allowed 
students to pursue a concentrated area of study and research in basic science, community 
health, global health, humanities, social science, medical education, and the health care 
system. Many of these areas of concentration have faculty and students who work 

http://ucsts.berkeley.edu
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between different areas, with advice and input, mentoring and teaching, working between 
different ‘tracks.’ (Two of these AoCs, Medical Humanities and Social Sciences in 
Medicine, were founded by faculty from DAHSM.) What facilitates such cross-over is 
not necessarily the particular research topic (whether in laboratory medicine or health 
policy), but that all areas of concentration are approached with broad intellectual 
questions about the social, cultural, political and economic context in which the particular 
research question fits.  
 
Recently, the Dean of the School of Medicine has approved plans for curricular reform to 
develop a “Pathways to Discovery” program for medical students to pursue a Thesis and 
possibly a master’s degree in an area of concentration. As explained below (see section 
3.A), there is strong reason to believe that the nature of instruction and research offered 
by a program in Science and Technology Studies in Medicine would be appealing to 
students who elect to pursue a master’s degree. UCSF currently lacks other master’s 
degree programs to accommodate these educational trends. (Two master’s programs 
currently exist in the School of Medicine: Training in Clinical Research Master of 
Advanced Studies, and a History of Health Sciences MA; a third, a MS in Global Health, 
is currently in development.)  
 
The illustration of the current interests and opportunities referred to above point only to 
developments in the School of Medicine (where the Department of Anthropology, 
History and Social Medicine exists and which will be home to this master’s degree 
program). However, the subjects of investigation cross medical fields and include the 
study of developments in pharmacy, dentistry, nursing (where medical sociology is 
housed), and basic science—thus affording opportunity to engage with interests in all 
four schools at UCSF.  
 
Finally, UCSF has institutional strength for this master’s degree program with regard to 
the spirit of inquiry and cultivation of cultures of curiosity that make it a leading center 
for the study of health and illness. Interdisciplinarity is a valued approach to academic 
inquiry at UCSF. This is evident foremost in its encouragement of translational research. 
The meaning of this predominately relates to the promotion of communication and 
collaboration between bench scientists and clinicians (delivery of care from ‘bench to 
bedside’), but the methodology for facilitating such communication and ‘paradigm 
sharing’ draws on insights and evidence regarding social networks, intellectual traditions, 
and institutional conditions provided from research in the social sciences and humanities. 
Following the example of advocating reflection on ethical, legal and social implications 
(ELSI) as part of the human genome project, virtually all major biomedical interventions 
or research endeavors occur with some dimension of integrated research that fosters such 
reflexivity. This master’s degree program at UCSF will be the first to institutionalize such 
critical reflection and analysis in a higher degree program geared to the examination of 
medical science and technology research.    
 
In summary, UCSF is a premier research and teaching institution in basic science, clinical 
research, epidemiology and health policy. It also has pioneered graduate study in medical 
anthropology, history of health sciences, and medical sociology. The social sciences and 
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humanities programs at UCSF are dedicated to investigating issues central to the 
production of knowledge and practices relating to the training that occurs in the four 
professional schools at UCSF: Medicine, Pharmacy, Nursing and Dentistry. The 
Department of Anthropology, History and Social Medicine has two unique programs that 
have defined their role relative to health care and the medical sciences:  Medical 
Anthropology (established 1975 at UCSF) was among the first programs established in 
the country, and the History of Health Sciences (established 1930 at UCSF) was second 
only to Johns Hopkins as a department that has worked within a school of medicine since 
its foundation. The proposed master’s degree program draws on the legacy of these 
unique programs, the expertise of the faculty at UCSF and the moment of curricular re- 
conceptualization occurring within the School of Medicine to define its form and function 
as a new and innovative graduate program.  
 
1.C.  Relationship of the Proposed Program to Existing Programs at UCSF 
 
Whereas the establishment of masters programs often acts as a building block toward 
creating a PhD program, the proposed program finds a niche under the umbrella of three 
successful PhD programs already active at UCSF. However, the proposed program serves 
the interests of a number of prospective students who either do not want to commit to a 
PhD program, or are under-qualified for admission to a PhD program and would benefit 
from a transitional MS degree.  
 
1.C.1 Uniqueness of Science & Technology Studies in Medicine as it relates to the 
Disciplines of Anthropology, History & Social Medicine (the main disciplines of the 
host department)  
 
STS in Medicine is interdisciplinary in its theoretical and methodological approaches. 
That is to say, it draws on elements of the traditional disciplines of history, anthropology 
and sociology but is specific to analyzing the kinds of work (experimentation, decision-
making, technological deployment) that goes on in clinical and laboratory settings. STS 
in Medicine courses offer ways of integrating knowledge in areas that are impossible to 
grasp by drawing on the scholarship of a single discipline such as history or 
anthropology. To study the development and impact of bioentrepreneurship and 
biotechnology, for instance, means drawing on techniques of historical, anthropological 
and sociological scholarship but using them within the paradigm of STS in Medicine. 
 
As defined in the home Department (DAHSM) at UCSF, STS in Medicine will be the 
first and only degree program in the Division of Social Medicine. Establishing this degree 
program gives new definition to Social Medicine as a discipline at UCSF.  
 
The skills that a graduate of STS in Medicine will acquire should not be confused with 
the knowledge its graduates also acquire. The skills include critical reasoning; ability to 
conduct research in social science scholarship; learning to evaluate evidence presented in 
social science research into the relations between science, technology and society; 
understanding narrative analysis; constructing an original argument using social science 
theoretical and methodological frameworks; and drafting an original research paper 
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according to those conventions. For many students from medical, science and other 
disciplines, these will be new skills.  
 
The knowledge that students in MSTS gain is drawn from the case studies presented in 
the program’s courses and is driven by the results of a broad range of social science 
scholarship, referred to in more detail below. 
 
 
1.C.2. PhD Program in Medical Anthropology 
 
The Medical Anthropology PhD program at UCSF, in the Department of Anthropology, 
History & Social Medicine (DAHSM), is run conjointly with the Department of 
Anthropology at UCB and its Program in Critical Studies in Medicine, Science, and the 
Body. Part of the mission of the PhD program is to prepare medical and other health 
professional students for the complexities of clinical practice and for effective scientific 
engagement in an increasingly diverse and internationally linked world. The program has 
approximately twenty-five active graduate students, and offers a wide range of elective 
courses of relevance to master’s level work for STS in Medicine which can be cross-
listed (see below, Section 2, Table 3). The faculty in Medical Anthropology will be 
available for mentoring master’s thesis projects. The Medical Anthropology division also 
sponsors a fortnightly seminar series on the Laurel Heights campus in which speakers 
from across the nation present original research papers, promoting the activities of the 
intellectual community of faculty and students.    
 
1.C.3. PhD Program in History of Health Sciences 
 
The Division of History of Health Sciences at UCSF, in DHASM, re-opened its PhD 
program and admitted its first new cohort of students in 2005. This graduate program 
trains students to examine the history of health sciences (medicine, nursing, pharmacy, 
public health, alternative healing, and biomedical research) from a variety of critical 
approaches. Doctoral students go on to undertake a wide variety of professional careers in 
academia, industry, government, and communications. The history of health sciences 
PhD program is run in cooperation with the Office for the History of Science and 
Technology (OHST) at UC Berkeley. A number of faculty there (see below, section 4, 
list of faculty members) are affiliated with the Department of Anthropology, History and 
Social Medicine and provide further mentoring opportunities for master’s degree 
students. The Division of History of Health Sciences co-sponsors the Colloquium for the 
History of Science, Technology and Medicine with OHST at UCB. The Colloquium 
occurs fortnightly on the Berkeley campus, and is a further activity which enhances the 
intellectual community of faculty and students who work closely together at UCB and 
UCSF.    
 
The interpretive inquiries pursued in the proposed master’s degree program borrow from 
but move beyond questions found in historical (or anthropological, scientific, or any other 
discipline’s) literature. This degree program draws on interdisciplinary scholarship to ask 
broader, more ambitious questions about the relations between biomedicine and society. 
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We follow the kind of lead established in the Science and Technology Studies department 
at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government, which asks its students to 
reflect on questions such as: how should states set priorities for research funding? Who 
should participate, and how, in technological decision-making? Should life forms be 
patented? How should experts communicate the results of their investigations to the 
public? Contemporary research in biomedicine and technology offers many “case 
studies” for examination which students of medicine and science can relate to and which 
will help them to understand how scientific discoveries and technological applications are 
linked to social, legal, political, policy, and ethical issues. 
 
1.C.4. PhD Program in Medical Sociology 
 
The PhD program in Medical Sociology is run through the Department of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences (SBS), in the School of Nursing, UCSF. The major emphasis of this 
PhD program is on the sociology of health, medicine, and healthcare systems, and 
provides courses of study for nurses leading to an MS. Two faculty in SBS (Clarke and 
Kaufman, see 4.A below) have cross appointments in DAHSM and are available for 
mentoring master’s degree students. Courses on the sociology PhD program, in particular 
Professor Clarke’s courses in the theory of Science and Technology Studies, will be 
cross-listed for the master’s in STS in Medicine program.  
 
1.C.5. Institute for Global Health  
 
The Institute for Global Health, founded in 1999, is an organized research unit (ORU) 
within the School of Medicine at UCSF. It supports international health research and 
teaching at the School of Medicine and the School of Public Health at UC Berkeley. The 
IGH will be a source of research project linkages and placements for master’s students in 
STS in Medicine whose primary research interests lie in the impact of medical science 
and technology on global health issues. The IGH has linkages with several field sites for 
research and training opportunities, and works in cooperation with the Division of 
Medical Anthropology to provide training in fieldwork methods and ethnography. A 
number of courses listed through the MS program in Global Health, and through the 
“Training in Clinical Research (TICR) Program,” in subjects such as clinical research 
methods, scientific writing, and research ethics, provide opportunities for elective course 
cross-listing (see Table 3). A number of faculty in IGH are associated faculty with 
DAHSM.  
 
1.C.6. Institute for Health Policy Studies 
 
The UCSF Institute for Health Policy Studies (IHPS) is an organized research unit (ORU) 
housed within the School of Medicine that supports health policy research. More than 
two dozen core faculty from over nine departments in the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, 
and Pharmacy focus on a wide range of policy-relevant questions relating to health, 
healthcare, and related issues. Topics range from contraceptives to end of life technology, 
from technology assessment to quality of care in hospitals. IHPS sponsors public 
seminars that will be appropriate to students in STS in Medicine, and faculty appointed in 
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IHPS also have primary appointments in DAHSM and are available for mentoring 
student projects.  
 
1.C.7. Advanced Training in Clinical Research (ATCR) 
 
The proposed master’s degree program in Science & Technology Studies in Medicine is, 
in some logistical and career-orientation respects, analogous to the ATCR program at 
UCSF which members of the Graduate Council will be familiar with.  
 
The ATCR is a four academic quarter program intended for advanced pre-doctoral 
students, post-doctoral fellows and faculty members who desire rigorous training in the 
methods and conduct of clinical research. The objectives are to learn the methods 
required to perform observational and experimental clinical research, plan and implement 
a research project, and analyze, interpret and present research data. ATCR is a credit-
bearing program, allowing students to earn graduate division credit for courses taken 
which can be applied to the Master’s Degree in Clinical Research.  
 
While the STS in Medicine program does not offer training in clinical or basic science 
research, its timeline and structure as a program leading to a master’s degree is very 
similar. Furthermore, just as ATCR students are seeking rigorous training in the methods 
and conduct of research to enhance their career as MDs, PhDs, DDSs, or PharmDs, so the 
STS in Medicine program offers similar career enhancement training, except rather than 
offering training in clinical research, STS in Medicine offers training in social science 
(qualitative) research methods. (For examples of possible research topics, see 2.G.1 
Illustrative Examples of Thesis Topics.) 
 
 
1.D Relationship of the Proposed Program with Other UC Institutions 
 
As indicated above, UCSF will be the only institution in America to have a master’s 
degree program dedicated to research and study in Science and Technology Studies in 
Medicine. 
 
The following UC institutions, to the best of our knowledge, do not have a program akin 
to what we have been generically referring to as Science and Technology Studies, nor 
anything that approximates the more focused Science and Technology Studies in 
Medicine degree program: UC Irvine; UC Merced; UC Riverside; UCLA have 
conventional medical history and history of science programs, while UC Santa Barbara 
offers MA/PhD programs in History of Science, Technology and Medicine, which appear 
to be more historical than interdisciplinary (requiring course work in ancient, early-
modern and modern history of science). Of the programs and areas of study at other UC 
institutions, the following list reflects the most closely related forms of intellectual 
inquiry to the activities of the proposed master’s degree at UCSF 
 
UC Berkeley: As referred to above, UCB runs a program in History of Science and 
Technology, within the Department of History, which complements (and is run in 
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cooperation with) the History of Health Sciences PhD program at UCSF. The OHST field 
of study offers both the MA and PhD degrees.  
 
UC Davis just recently obtained approval to officially launch its interdisciplinary 
undergraduate degree program in Science and Technology Studies, but as yet does not 
offer a graduate degree in this area.  
 
UC Santa Cruz: The Knowledge Society Center “extends the conception of knowledge 
economy to all social, cultural, political and economic aspects of science and 
technology.” In particular, it takes the innovations and inventions from Silicon Valley as 
a primary field of investigation. Launched in 2003, this Center is developing a curriculum 
to connect humanities studies with other disciplines to introduce students to “the diversity 
of research traditions and institutions in which students and researchers need to be trained 
in order to work in different contexts.” (http://knowledgesociety.ucsc.edu/about.html) 
 
UC San Diego offers a MA degree in History of Science, but the more closely related 
field of Sociology of Science, Technology and Medicine, a subject taught at UCSD 
Department of Sociology, does not offer a MA (only PhD) in this subject. 
 
At a “meta-level” (also as referred to above, see 1.B.1), a network of faculty and students 
in the UC system connected to the field of Science and Technology Studies was formed 
in 2005, under the name University of California Science, Technology and Society 
Network. Particularly in the Bay Area, UC Davis, Berkeley, San Francisco and Santa 
Cruz have used this network to promote seminars and conferences at the respective 
campuses, which has led to collaboration and student community building.  
 
The programs referred to above are not redundant to, but complement the development of 
the field of Science and Technology Studies in Medicine. The existence of undergraduate 
degree programs (such as UC Davis) and curricular innovations for elective study (such 
as at UC Santa Cruz) lead to greater opportunities for recruitment of students interested in 
continuing to advanced degree programs.  
 
1.E. Timetable of Development of Program 
 
Table 1 shows the proposed timeline to develop the MS in Science and Technology 
Studies in Medicine from proposal preparation to course development to admissions of 
first cohort. We estimate approximately nine months of proposal concentration until final 
approval from University of California Office of the President (March 2007 first draft of 
Full Proposal, December 2007 final approval). We plan to advertise the program 
internally in winter of 2007, with an application deadline of July 2008. We aim to have 
the first cohort of MA students admitted in Fall 2008.  

http://knowledgesociety.ucsc.edu/about.html
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Table 1: Proposed timeline of MA development in MSTS 
Date Proposal status MA Committee Faculty/Courses Students 
01/07 Submit Description of 

Anticipated Action 
Recruit MS 
Proposal 
Committee 

Circulate to 
DAHSM 
faculty and 
affiliates 

 

02/07 Draft full MS Proposal Weekly 
meetings of MS 
committee 

Collection of 
existing course 
materials 

 

03/07 Submit draft MS 
Proposal to Graduate 
Dean’s Office  

   

04/07 Graduate Dean’s Office 
forwards to Graduate 
Council 

   

10/07 Resubmit any revisions 
of MS Proposal to 
Graduate Council 

Budget 
submission 

Submit course 
forms for 
proposed new 
courses 

 

11-
12/07 

Submit to Academic 
Senate  

Meetings to 
coordinate 
admissions 
procedures 

Development of 
new courses 

 

02/08 Submit to Chancellor for 
approval 

 Website and e- 
Portfolio design 

 

03/08 Submit to Academic 
Senate Coordinating 
Committee  

 iRocket course 
materials online 
for core courses 

 

06/08 UCOP approval   Advertise MS 
Internally 

07/08    Applications 
for autumn due 

08/08  Review 
applications 

  

--/08   Continued  
course 
development; 
curriculum 
posted 

Candidates 
identified 
locally for first 
cohort admitted 

09/08  Advertise for 
2009/10  

 First cohort 
admitted 

 
Due to the timeline for establishing the program in AY 2008/09, candidates that year will 
be identified and selected through internal recruitment. We will plan to advertise and 
recruit candidates for AY 2009/10 on a more openly competitive process beginning Fall 
2008 for an application deadline of April 2009, admission Fall 2009.  
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SECTION 2: MS PROGRAM IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES in 
MEDICINE 
 
2.A. Administration and Governance of the MS Program 
 
The master’s degree program in Science and Technology Studies in Medicine will be 
administered through the Department of Anthropology, History and Social Medicine at 
UCSF. The Department has administrative space and staffing support, shared cubicle 
workspace for student access to computers, and access to conference and meeting rooms 
for seminars and classes on the Laurel Heights and Parnassus campuses of UCSF.  
 
The administration of student applications, funding issues, and curricular affairs will be 
overseen in part by the Graduate Student Affairs officer, the Budget Analyst, and the 
MSO employed by DAHSM (who also oversee the operations of the PhD programs in 
Medical Anthropology and History of Health Sciences).  
 
The students’ academic and community affairs will be overseen by the STS in Medicine 
MS Committee, Chaired by the Director of Graduate Studies in Social Medicine (the 
Divisional home to the proposed degree program within DAHSM). The MS Committee 
will be comprised of a minimum of four faculty with primary appointments or affiliations 
with DAHSM (see 4.A List of Faculty Members for initial committee structure), with the 
Chair of DAHSM a fifth, ex officio, member. The Chair of the MS Committee will be 
responsible for committee membership, record keeping, and ensuring proper evaluation 
of each student’s performance. The Chair of the MS Committee (Director of Graduate 
Studies in Social Medicine) will also ensure that each master’s student is assigned an 
appropriate mentor as a liaison for curricular or personal concerns.  
 
Membership of the MS Committee shall be reviewed every second year by the Director 
of Graduate Studies in Social Medicine (Chair of the Committee). Inactive members may 
be removed from the membership by a majority vote of the MS Committee or the 
Executive Committee of the Department of Anthropology, History and Social Medicine. 
Criteria to be considered when reviewing the faculty membership to the MS Committee 
shall include:  

1. Willingness, expertise and experience in serving on graduate student qualifying 
exams and/or dissertation committees.  
2. Established record of scholarly, peer-reviewed publications. 
3. Willingness and expertise to teach at least one course, seminar, or tutorial at the 
graduate level in Medical Science and Technology Studies.  
4. Attendance and participation in MA Committee meetings and regular 
communications.  
5. An associate or affiliate in good standing with DAHSM.  

 
The Chair of the MS Committee will report to and liaise with the Executive Committee 
of DAHSM and the Graduate Division.  
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The MS Committee will oversee the development and implementation of all new 
master’s degree courses, maintain the coherency of the course catalog and ensure the 
maintenance of the online course materials and course evaluation procedures.  
 
The MS Committee will also be responsible for overseeing the recruitment, applications, 
and admissions to the master’s degree program. The Directors of Graduate Studies in 
Medical Anthropology and History of Health Sciences will be invited to participate in the 
admissions process.  
 
2.B. Candidates for the Master’s Degree in STS in Medicine 
 
Medical students at UCSF who pursue the Medical Student’s Option for the MS (see 
2.D.6, below), residents and fellows who are permitted time to pursue a professional 
degree, and professionals who wish to pursue the MS will be considered for admission to 
the program. A background in the health sciences, clinical or basic science training, will 
be a prerequisite for admission to the program. Students who graduate with an 
undergraduate degree in Science Studies (or an equivalent STS program such as at UC 
Davis or UC Santa Cruz) will be considered for admission to the master’s degree 
program if they have relevant research experience with topics in the health sciences.  
 
Applicants who have been admitted to medical school or a fellowship program can 
submit their MCAT scores in lieu of GRE scores. Applicants with advanced professional 
degrees or in advanced degree programs do not need to take the GRE. Applicants to the 
program with a bachelor’s degree who have not been admitted to, or completed, an 
advanced degree program can submit either MCAT or GRE scores.  
 
Foreign applicants will be eligible under the same conditions, but they must take the Test 
of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) with a minimum acceptable score of 550 
(paper version) or 213 (computer version), or the IELTS exam with a minimum score of 
7, or who have demonstrated proficiency in English by completing one year of full-time 
study with a minimum GPA of 3.2 in an accredited university in the United States.   
 
2.C. Foreign Language Requirement  
 
Non-English proficiency will be required of students whose research topic (for 
preparation of the MS Thesis) is primarily focused in a country where English is not the 
primary language. Foreign language proficiency will need to be met before admission to 
the MS program if the research topic is declared, or before the proposed Thesis topic can 
be approved by the MS Committee.  
 
Foreign language proficiency may be demonstrated based on standardized examinations 
including but not limited to: a minimum score of 4 on a foreign language Advanced 
Placement test; a minimum score of 650 on foreign language achievement tests (SAT II), 
or passing the College Level Examination Program test in the relevant language.  
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2.D. Program of Study 
 
The MS in Science and Technology Studies in Medicine will conform to the Masters of 
Science Plan I as outlined by the UCSF Graduate Council Regulations and Procedures.  
 
2.D.1 Unit Requirements  
 

i. Thirty units and a thesis are required.  
ii. A minimum of twelve units must be taken in graduate (200 series) 

courses in the major subject. Of these, no more than eight units 
numbered 250 may be applied toward the degree. 

iii. The thesis constitutes the results of an original investigation of a 
problem. It should be carried out in the same systematic and scholarly 
way as investigations of greater magnitude, such as a doctoral 
dissertation. No unit credit is given for the thesis.   

 
 2.D.2 Residency Requirements 
 
Three quarters of academic residence are required for the Master’s degree. A student who 
wishes a leave of absence must submit a written request to the Director of Graduate 
Studies of STS in Medicine for initial approval and then to the graduate dean or 
departmental chair for final approval. The granting of a leave of absence does not 
automatically change the time limit for advancement to candidacy or completion of 
degree.  
 
2.D.3.  Advancement to Candidacy must take place not later than the first day of the 
last quarter during which the student will be registered. 
 

i. At least one quarter in registered student status must elapse between 
advancement to candidacy and conferral of the degree. 

ii. Candidacy for the Master’s degree lapses if a student has not 
completed requirements for the degree within five quarters after 
advancement to candidacy. 

 
2.D.4. Thesis Committee. Committees appointed to supervise the research and writing of 
the thesis, or to conduct the comprehensive exam must have at least three faculty 
members, and will be chosen using the same criteria used to select the members of the 
MS Committee. 
 
Authorship of a master’s thesis by more than one researcher or degree candidate is not 
allowed. Upon completion of the master’s thesis, two copies shall be deposited in the 
Graduate Division Office by the date specified in the degree calendar for that term. These 
may be printed copies or electronic (PDF) copies. Specific information regarding the 
form in which the master’s thesis manuscripts are to be prepared must be obtained from 
the Graduate Division Office.  
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2.D.5.  Transfer Credits. Up to six quarter units of credit for work taken elsewhere may 
be applied towards a master’s degree. For course work completed at another campus of 
the University of California, up to one-half of the program (15 units) may be accepted for 
transfer. Otherwise, all course work for the Master’s degree must be done in residence. 
 

i. A student must be registered as a graduate student for at least one 
quarter before petitioning for transfer of credit. 

ii. Units accepted for transfer must have been earned in graduate status. 
iii. Students enrolled in an articulated BS-MS program may transfer up to 

six units of 200 series course work taken during the quarter 
immediately prior to graduate standing for credit toward the master's 
degree. 

iv. Work that formed part of the program for a degree previously 
conferred may not be applied toward a current degree program. 

v. Courses taken in a university extension division may not be accepted 
for transfer. 

 
2.D.6. Medical Student’s Option. Pursuant to regulations already approved by the 
Graduate Council and documented elsewhere, students who hold a bachelor's degree and 
who are pursuing the M.D. degree in the UCSF School of Medicine may earn a Master's 
degree under the following conditions, known as the Medical Student's Option: 
 

i. Besides the work for the M.D. degree, 15 units of graduate courses 
must be completed in addition to the thesis. 

ii. Medical students who wish to pursue the Master’s degree must gain 
admission to the program of their choice and obtain permission of the 
Associate Dean of the School of Medicine. 

 
2.D.7. Required Courses. All students enrolled for the master’s degree in STS in 
Medicine will be required to complete the two-part Core Course in STS (i.e., STS 201A 
& 201B). See 2.E below for description of Core Course.  
 
The STS in Medicine master’s degree program will consist of up to three quarters of 
didactic instruction and one quarter of independent research experience. MS coursework 
will consist of elective interdisciplinary courses relevant to the major content areas in 
addition to a two-part longitudinal core course.  
 
Courses will be selected from an approved catalog of courses for major subject 
concentration. New course development in the major subject concentration will be 
reviewed by the MS Committee and follow the New Course proposal procedures 
(“General Course Form”) for UCSF approval.  

Calculation of Course Units:  
1 unit = 1 lecture hour per week 
1 unit = 3 hours per week of: 

 Independent study; Conference; Seminar; Project; Web-Based Course Work
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Table 2: MS Goals, Outcomes, Learning Methods, Assessment, Competencies  
 
Goals Outcomes Learning 

Methods 
Assessment Competencies  

Graduates will 
understand 
historical, 
anthropological, 
and sociological 
approaches to 
analyzing the 
production of 
knowledge in 
medical science 
and the 
development 
and impact of 
medical 
technologies 
(relative to their 
social, political, 
economic and 
cultural 
contexts) 

Graduates will: 
- Learn the key 
debates and 
theories that 
frame research 
in Science & 
Technology 
Studies 
- Explore the 
historical 
relations of 
medical science 
and technology 
through case 
studies that 
illuminate 
larger social 
and cultural 
concerns 
- Employ 
different 
methodological 
approaches to 
studying the 
historical 
development, 
technical 
applications, 
and cultural 
meaning of 
medical science 
and technology 
in society 

- Lectures 
introducing 
new topics as a 
prelude to each 
seminar 
meeting  
- Small group 
seminars 
focused on 
discussion of 
assigned 
readings 
- Individual 
presentations 
by students 
exploring 
assigned case-
studies  
- Independent 
study  

Student 
assessment is 
based on: 
- Class 
participation 
- Completion of 
weekly 
assignments / 
presentations 
- Evaluation of 
required Essay 
for Core 
Courses 
- Completion of 
Thesis and 
Thesis 
presentation for 
Committee  

Graduates will 
be able to: 
- Employ a 
variety of 
disciplinary 
approaches to 
evaluate 
critically key 
themes and 
issues in 
analyses of 
Science & 
Technology 
Studies 
- Demonstrate a 
critical 
understanding 
of primary 
source material 
- Identify 
research 
questions, 
formulate 
hypotheses, 
assess 
evidence, and 
present 
evidence using 
methodologies 
learned in the 
course 

  
With our focused MS curriculum, students will gain multiple new perspectives on issues 
and problems that the medical science and technology research and delivery industry 
confronts on social, political and economic levels. Students will acquire new skills of 
qualitative research, problem identification and assessment, and attitudes about the 
meaning and impact of current developments in medical science and technology. 
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2.E. Proposed Core Course and Existing Courses to be Cross-Listed  
 
All students enrolled in the master’s degree program in STS in Medicine will be required 
to take the two-part Core Course “201 A & B” in Theory and Methods in Science and 
Technology Studies (Fall and Winter quarters), the Thesis Workshop “202”, and a certain 
amount of elective courses as described below. 
 
The master’s degree program is interdisciplinary, and therefore it is appropriate for 
students to be able to supplement the new “core courses” with existing courses offered 
through the program of history of health sciences, medical anthropology, and medical 
sociology. The merits of including these as part of the available options for these students 
are that they already exist and they provide a useful range of elective course content 
(which is true for students in any of the degree programs), and it gives students an 
opportunity to engage with research topics and students coming from slightly different 
perspectives. It is customary for “core courses” to be distinct to the particular degree 
program, which is what we have proposed to offer by way of new courses. These have 
not yet been submitted to the Committee on Courses but are now in development. New 
elective courses are continually being developed within the other graduate programs and 
will also be available for STS in Medicine students. 
 
2.E.1. Proposed Core Courses  
 
a)  STS 201A. Theoretical Framework for Science and Technology Studies (4 units); 2 
hour/week lecture; 3 hours/week seminar; 3 hours project work. 
This course examines a corpus of scholarship which looks at how social relations and 
society get “inside technology”. We will examine how the very design of technology (and 
the artifacts themselves) may embody important social assumptions. Such arguments are 
important because they challenge one version of technological determinism - that there is 
some innate logic to technology. It opens the way to ask questions such as: Is 
technological development shaped by society and if so how? Can technology be 
understood with the same conceptual tools as developed for other areas, e.g. science or 
culture at large? Can there be alternative technologies with other assumptions embedded 
within them? What alternatives were rejected in the past and why? Are technologies 
gendered? What is the role of users in technological development? And lastly what is the 
importance of this new approach to technology to understanding the philosophy and 
politics of technology?  
 
b)  STS 201B. Methodology for Science and Technology Studies (4 units); 2 hour/week 
lecture; 3 hours/week seminar; 3 hours project work. 
This course is designed to help prepare graduate students to undertake historical and 
ethnographic research projects in Science and Technology Studies in Medicine. We will 
examine ethnographies drawn from science studies, anthropology, and sociology, as well 
as a set of methodological texts in the social sciences. We will examine scholarship in 
history of science and medicine that is informed by sociological and anthropological 
investigation to understand the application of such methods to historical research. We 
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will tease out underlying methodological and representational problems, and the means 
used to resolve them.  
 
c)  STS 202. Thesis Workshop. (1 unit) Spring. 3 hour workshop. 
Faculty.  
This required workshop discusses practical issues in thesis design and execution, from 
narrowing the topic, identifying the sources, preparing a schedule of research, and 
organizing the content. Pointers on record keeping, IRB approval, instrument design, 
grant recruitment, and writing are presented.  
 
2.E.2 Existing Courses (for Elective Credit) to be Cross-Listed  
 
The following is a list of courses currently on offer under the aegis of the three PhD 
programs (Medical Anthropology, History of Health Sciences, and Medical Sociology) 
that will be cross-listed with the STS in Medicine program as electives.  
 
d)  SOC 285A. Qualitative Methods I. (5 units) § Fa. Prerequisites: Second-year doctoral 
students. Seminar 3 hours. Field Work 6 hours.  
A. Clarke  
Course reviews many of the types of qualitative research methods, emphasizing 
assumptions, approaches. Focus on design, entree, ethics, data-gathering techniques 
(interviewing, observing), data recording and management. Introduction to data analysis. 
( department: SOC BEH SC )  
 
e)  SOC 285B. Qualitative Methods II. (5 units) § Wi. Prerequisites: N285A/S285A and 
second-year doctoral students. Seminar 3 hours. Field Work 6 hours.  
A. Clarke 
Course compares and contrasts modes of qualitative analysis. Examines issues in 
establishing plausibility, credibility, adequacy. Intensive data analysis and examination of 
the problems of presentation of findings with focus on questions of authority and 
preparation of text. ( department: SOC BEH SC )  
 
f)  SOC 285C. Qualitative Analysis. (3 units) § Fa, Wi, Sp. Prerequisites: S285A and 
S285B/N285A and N285B. Lecture 2 hours. Laboratory 3 hours.  
A. Clarke, P. Benner, V. Olesen  
In-depth experience with specific type of qualitative research guided by instructor trained 
and experienced in that approach. Styles of work offered by various instructors will 
include advanced grounded theory analysis, ethnography, hermeneutic analysis, narrative 
analysis. ( department: SOC BEH SC )  
 
g)  ANT 217. Narrative Theory & Analysis. (2-3 units) § Wi. Library 0-3 hours.  
Faculty  
This seminar overviews narrative theory and examines it as both theory and in medical 
anthropology. The work of narrative theorists will be reviewed and the uses of narrative 
analysis in anthropology generally, and medical anthropology specifically will be 
examined. ( department: HISTSOCMED )  
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h)  ANT 218. Professional Skills. (2-4 units) § Fa, Sp. Lecture 2 hours. Laboratory 0-3 
hours.  
Faculty  
An introduction to data processing methods most commonly used by medical 
anthropologists. Topics covered in lecture and laboratory demonstrations include: how a 
computer works, data form design, keypunching, use of SPSS and HMD program 
packages and interpretation of computer output. ( department: HISTSOCMED )  
 
i)  ANT 246. Comparative Medical Systems. (2-3 units) § Fa, Wi, Sp, SS1, SS2, SS3. 
Prerequisites: Consent of instructor. Lecture 2 hours.  
Faculty  
Popular medicine in the Third World with emphasis on how people use indigenous and 
biomedical health care resources. Theories of health and disease, social and symbolic 
dimensions of healing, and relevance of traditional medicine for health maintenance and 
primary health care. ( department: HISTSOCMED )  
 
j)  ANT 269. Anthropology of Biomedicine. (2-3 units) § Wi. Seminar 2 hours. Field 
Work 0-3 hours.  
Faculty  
Course examines recent directions in the study of biomedicine. Emphasis will be given to 
the historical development of biomedicine, its many contemporary facets, and the 
different paradigms that are being used to study it. ( department: HISTSOCMED )  
 
k)  HHS 201A. Disease and the Social Order from the Black Death to SARS. (2-4 units) 
§ Wi. Prerequisites: None. Restrictions: None. Lecture 2 hours. Project 3 hours. 
Independent study 3 hours.  
D. Porter  
The course explores the comparative impact of disease upon European and North 
American societies. It will concentrate on the historical junctures at which diseases 
occurred; unravel the various levels of meaning which surrounded them in terms of their 
social, moral, and political interpretations; and analyze the patterns of response to them 
and discuss their historical consequences. ( department: HISTSOCMED ) 
 
l)  HHS 212. History of Medical Technologies. (4 units) § Fa. Prerequisites: None. 
Restrictions: None. Lecture 2 hours. Project 3 hours. Independent Study 3 hours.  
B. Dolan  
This course surveys the historical development and social impact of various technological 
systems in the medical sciences. ( department: HISTSOCMED )  
 
m)  ANT 224. Critical Social Science Case Conference. (1 unit) Prerequisites: None. 
Restrictions: None. Seminar 2 hours. Independent study: 1 hour. Monthly throughout the 
year.  
N. Karnik. 
This seminar series brings in guest speakers to discuss a “critical case” in a grand-rounds 
format. Readings are pre-circulated.   
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2.E.3. Proposed New Courses for STS in Medicine   
 
n)  Proposed STS 213. Interdisciplinary Readings: Anthropology, History & Sociology. 
(4 units) Restrictions: None. Lecture 2 hours. Project 3 hours. Independent Study 3 hours.  
B. Dolan 
This course examines different theories and research methods developed in anthropology, 
history and sociology to demonstrate how particular conceptual paradigms are adapted 
for use by different disciplines. Through comparative readings, this course traces the 
intellectual foundations of medical anthropology, history and sociology.  
 
o)  Proposed STS 214. Examining Modern Biology and Biotechnology. (4 units) 
Restrictions: None. Lecture 2 hours. Project 3 hours. Independent study 3 hours.  
Faculty  
Biology and biotechnology are major sources of influence on personal and social life. In 
addition, social and historical conditions have profound influence on biological research, 
and on the applications of such research in medicine, agriculture, and other fields. 
Biological research itself is a social process involving personal and commercial 
competition, different styles of work and interpretation, and complex human interactions. 
The course aims to introduce students to perspectives on biological knowledge and 
biotechnology through critical scholarship in medical science and technology studies. 
The course is designed to provide insight into biology’s profound role in shaping our 
modern way of life.  
 
p)  STS 250. Supervised Research. (6-8 units) Spring/Summer. 4-6 weeks.  
Students can enroll in full-time field work/research in preparation of their thesis. Weekly 
meetings with the primary faculty mentor are required unless leave of absence for field 
work is arranged.   
 
 
 
Table 3: Example Curricular Structure for MS Candidate 
 
FALL (units) WINTER (units) SPRING (units) SUMMER (units) 
STS 201A (4) 
  [Required] 

STS 201B (4) 
  [Required] 

STS 202 (1) 
  [Required] 

Supervised 
Research “250” (6) 

Elective (e.g., STS 
213) (4) 

Elective (e.g., list d-
p) (e.g., 4-5 units) 

Elective (e.g., list d-
p) (e.g., 4-5 units) 

Supervised 
Research “250” (2) 

ANT 224 (1) ANT 224 (contin’d) ANT 224 (contin’d)  
   TOTAL 30 Credits 
 
 
In the above illustration, the three required courses (STS 201A&B, 202) are scheduled 
over three quarters, for 9 units. Supervised Research (250-level class) is scheduled for 
full-time for 4 weeks following Spring quarter (6 units). For medical students pursuing 
the “Medical Student Option”, this would allow them to meet the 15 units of graduate 
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work minimum requirement (see above, 2.D.6.). This would also enable transfer students 
(maximum transfer 15 units) to meet their remaining requirements. Other full time MS 
students will have a range of electives to choose from, with a suggested enrollment of one 
per quarter. With the recommended unit offered for ANT 224 (Seminar), all unit 
requirements will be met. Alternatively, an extra 250-level course (Supervised 
Research/Fieldwork) can be taken over an additional 2 weeks during a summer month 
(maximum 8 units for 250-level course permitted).  
 
The recommended course of full-time study would be two courses per fall, winter, and 
spring term; participation in ANT 224 seminar (1 unit), and supervised full-time thesis 
preparation research during the summer.  
 
2.E.3. Grading 
 
Letter grades will be assigned for the Core Courses and for any elective courses 
according to how the course was approved by UCSF academic senate committee, in 
accordance with Graduate Division requirements for a specified number of courses 
needing such grades. Independent Study (Master’s Thesis Field Work) and Departmental 
Seminar credit will be issued on a pass/fail basis.  
 
Graduate students must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 and must make 
satisfactory progress toward the requirements of the degree program. Students who fail to 
maintain a 3.0 GPA or fail to make satisfactory progress toward the degree are subject to 
dismissal by the Graduate Division Dean after consultation with the MS Committee and 
the Director of Graduate Studies.  
 
The graduate program will establish a regular mechanism for reviewing students’ 
satisfactory progress toward the degree. Completion of specific program requirements 
will be documented and maintained in the graduate program’s student files. Any 
deficiency or failure to meet the standards of the program should be discussed with the 
student and confirmed in writing.  
 
Table 4: Thesis Time-Line (Satisfactory Progress Checklist) 
 
Student’s name: ___________________________________  date initiated: ___/___/____ 
 
Step no. Action Points     Time estimate  Date 
1.   Selection of a primary faculty advisor  ________  ______ 
2.  Submit potential topics to advisor   ________  ______ 
3. Tentative approval of topic by advisor  ________  ______ 
4.  MS committee approval of advisor and topic  ________  ______ 
5.  Selection of student committee members (3 min) ________  ______ 
6.  Meetings with individual committee members 
 for comment on proposal    ________  ______ 
7. Proposal draft cleared by advisor   ________  ______ 
8. Beginning of thesis study (identify sources)  ________  ______ 
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9.  Progress reports to advisor and committee  ________  ______ 
10. Completion of primary research and study  ________  ______ 
11.  First draft of completed thesis written  ________  ______ 
12. First draft of thesis presented in correct format ________  ______ 
13.  Review of first draft with advisor for corrections ________  ______ 
14. Individual interviews with committee members ________  ______ 
15. Advisor approval of changes    ________  ______ 
16. Final copy of thesis presentation/approval  ________  ______ 
 
 
2.F. Research  
 
As the Core Courses for Science and Technology Studies in Medicine demonstrate, the 
theoretical framework and methodological approaches to investigating these subjects are 
interdisciplinary. It is anticipated that a high percentage of the students will not have 
previous training in social science (or humanities-based) research, though it is anticipated 
that many will have training in medical or basic science research techniques, health 
policy and/or epidemiological education. The acquisition of skills to define problems, 
identify sources, design an investigation and present a written argument according to 
scholarly conventions defined in the social sciences and humanities is a major outcome of 
this MS program. Therefore, much emphasis is placed on techniques and procedures for 
acquiring these skills, both through core courses and thesis workshops.  
 
The particular kind of research project a student may wish to pursue can vary. Some will 
be more historically-defined than others (e.g., a thesis examining the development and 
implementation of a particular medical technology into current practice), others will be 
more sociologically-informed (e.g., a thesis examining demographic data among users of 
a particular web intervention), or anthropologically informed (e.g., an ethnography of 
how users engage with a particular technology or respond to a web intervention, etc).  
 
2.G. Thesis 
 
A written thesis is required for successful completion of this master’s degree.  

The MS thesis should demonstrate that the student has achieved the level of competence 
in his or her specialization which is expected of a master's degree candidate in the 
humanities and social sciences. The thesis provides the opportunity to apply disciplined 
research skills and critical abilities to a piece of research on a topic of the student's 
choice. The thesis should be seen as an integral part of the student's academic program. 
Some students, for example, submit a MS thesis which evolved from a course project and 
which they subsequently wished to expand and further explore.  

Format: The length of the thesis will vary according to the approach chosen and the 
subject matter involved. Most projects will be 40-50 pages (10,000-15,000 words long). 
The style of the thesis will need to conform stylistically and procedurally to the 
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requirements stated in the MS Thesis Handbook, available from the Director of Graduate 
Studies.   

The MS committee will ensure that the chosen research topic is appropriate to the aims of 
the master’s program, and that faculty are available to oversee the successful completion 
of the research and presentation of the final MS thesis. The proposed instrument for MS 
thesis evaluation by committee members (table 5) helps to clarify and monitor the 
expectations placed upon the student.  
 
2.G.1. Illustrative Examples of Possible Thesis Topics 
 
Possible kinds of MS theses: The thesis may be based upon (1) a critical or historical 
investigation on the development and impact of current medical scientific practices or 
medical technology, (2) a research project on a particular cultural or social phenomenon 
involving medical science and/or technology, (3) a comparative cultural analysis of the 
production of medical scientific knowledge or uses of technology, (4) any other topic 
acceptable to the Director of Graduate Studies and the MS Committee. 
 
Example 1. A student graduated with a BS in Biology and has plans to apply to the PhD 
in Biomedical Sciences (BMS) at UCSF. Having a particular interest in human genetics, 
she has worked in labs conducting microarray analysis and hopes to work with Dr. 
Joseph DeRisi on the malaria-causing blood-borne pathogen Plasmodium falciparum.  
However, while exploring UCSF she discovered a one-year Master’s program in Science 
and Technology Studies in Medicine that she wishes to pursue before settling into 
laboratory research in order to see to completion her undergraduate honor’s project.  
 She applied to the STS in Medicine program stating that she desired to finish a 
thesis on “The Diffusion of Information in the Global Science Community During 
Emerging Epidemics.” She was fascinated to learn about how rapidly the new microarray 
technology was applied to the crisis of identifying the cause of SARS. As it happens, she 
has a case-study in the form of the very lab in which she hopes to conduct her own 
scientific research in. In 2003, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention had sent 
samples of genetic material to DeRisi’s laboratory for analysis hoping to discover what 
was causing the death of patients and physicians in Hong Kong. It was an internationally 
pursued question which DeRisi’s lab answered. As a young geneticist, this student has a 
desire to learn more about the links between viruses and disease manifestation. But as a 
person working within a global community of health research and disease prevention, she 
wants some insight into the links created between a software developer, a biochemist, and 
a host of international agencies that led to laboratory results having a major impact on an 
emerging pandemic. The STS in Medicine degree program gives her new perspectives on 
the context and impact of the kind of laboratory work she wishes to pursue.   
 
Example 2. A fourth year medical student has applied for and received permission to 
pursue a master’s degree in STS in Medicine to capitalize on summer research projects 
and an Area of Concentration project that dealt with AIDS research and the reform of 
clinical trials.  
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 This student entered UCSF knowing that he wanted to work with underserved 
populations particularly with regard to HIV/AIDS research and treatment. As a student he 
has accumulated first-hand experience by working in different clinics and with patient 
groups. His experiences in the community have presented some contrasts to his 
foundations of patient care small groups and lectures where the tenets of evidence based 
medicine have been thoroughly discussed. In particular, he has become interested in the 
dynamics between patient activism and social movements and the conduct of medical 
research and what has come to be defined as expert knowledge. In short, he is struggling 
with the reality that the patients he works with are more “expert” in many respects than 
the virologists, immunologists, molecular biologists, epidemiologists, physicians and 
federal health authorities that have other sorts of credentials. He proposes to write a thesis 
on the ways that patient activists become experts in biomedical investigation (“objects of 
study” turned into “instruments of analysis”) and how they subsequently gained 
representation on NIH and FDA advisory committees, university and hospital IRBs, and 
pharmaceutical boards.  
 
Example 3. A graduate from UC Davis received a bachelor’s in anthropology with a 
minor in Science and Technology Studies. Having long been interested in the power of 
science to answer questions from the molecular to the universal level, she became 
fascinated with the writings of well-known academic theorists like the philosopher 
Michel Foucault who wrote about how biomedical authority has been used to “police” 
populations by defining certain people “deviant” based on biological rather than social 
reasons. However, she desires to know whether the dynamic works the other way: to 
what degree do social conditions affect (or “police”) the way that biological theories have 
developed. In particular, she is researching whether scientific publications are influenced 
by nonscientists. Is there any evidence that scientists might pitch their results in ways that 
try to limit possible misinterpretation of their results by lay audiences or the media? 
Studies in scientific communication have shown that the popular press is prone to mis-
read and hype-up the results of epidemiological studies or small trials and that this 
distorts the original research question and may have unintended consequences. This 
student wishes to pursue this topic in a master’s thesis in STS in Medicine by taking 
advantage of the opportunity to conduct research in a biomedical library and draw on the 
unique combination of faculty from anthropology, history of health sciences, and medical 
sociology with an aim to applying to a PhD program upon completing the master’s 
degree.        
 
Example 4. An employee at a local biotech company who is seriously considering 
returning to academia wants to take a sabbatical and pursue the master’s degree. He has 
technical expertise in the area of medical technology but is bored dealing with business 
development schemes. He discovered that the STS in Medicine program has as a member 
of its adjunct faculty one of the Berkeley engineers who invented the first MRI to be used 
in California, and is engaged in a project to examine the development and impact of this 
technology on medical practice.     

The program presents many options to this student. He can examine how 
commercial and public worlds came to bear upon the production of engineering designs 
that led to the manufacture of the first MRI (without any knowledge at the time of what 
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possible medical use this technology could have) and how commercial and public 
interests continue to shape policy about the purchase of such equipment in medical 
centers across the world. A medical or science student, fellow or junior researcher whose 
work has anything to do with MRI is connected to this bigger picture. Furthermore, for a 
campus that touts the first Center for Bioentrepreneurship and sets high premium on 
innovative research, learning to see oneself as an innovator means being open to 
understanding the commercial and public worlds upon which the success of medical 
science and technology depends. This is what attracts the person who is currently in 
industry to the possibility of working within academia, and who desires to begin with a 
master’s degree that connects their personal experiences to academic investigation and 
reflection.   
 
In each of these cases—whether the student has training in science, medicine, or social 
science, the STS in Medicine degree program introduces to students contemporary 
examples of how medical and scientific work gets integrated into broader commercial 
and public arenas. It shows that this happens at every link in the chain that connects basic 
science research to clinical care. The purpose of the STS in Medicine program is to 
remove students from the normative space of clinical or laboratory work—where through 
patient care, machine maintenance, or grant preparation they become exposed to 
commercial and public worlds—to facilitate reflection about how these relations came 
into being and how others in the biomedical/science industry negotiate those relations.    
 
 
Table 5: Thesis Evaluation Form 
 
Name of Committee Member and date: _____________________________________ 
Title of Thesis: ________________________________________________________ 
Name of Student: __________________________________ 
 
Characteristics being evaluated | Poor  | Good | Excellent | N/A | Evaluator’s notes 
 
Title is clear and concise.               |  | |       |     |          .  
Problem is significant and  
  clearly stated                 |  | |       |     |          .   
Delimitations of study are stated        |  | |       |     |          .  
Assumptions are clearly stated         |  | |       |     |          .   
Assumptions are tenable               |  | |       |     |          . 
The research projected does not 
 violate human rights or confidence.    |  | |       |     |          . 
Important terms are well defined        |  | |       |     |          .  
Specific questions to be studies are 
 clearly stated    |  | |       |     |          .  
Hypotheses or research questions 
 are testable, discoverable, answerable|  | |       |     |          .  
Hypotheses or research questions 
 derive from review of literature          |  | |       |     |          .   
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Relationship of study to previous 
 literature is clear                |  | |       |     |          .  
Review of literature is efficiently  
 summarized                  |  | |       |     |          .   
Procedures are described in detail      |  | |       |     |          .   
Population and sample are clearly  
 described                 |  | |       |     |          .   
Method of sampling is appropriate     |  | |       |     |          .  
Data gathering methods are  
 described                 |  | |       |     |          .   
Data gathering methods are  
 appropriate to solution of problem    |  | |       |     |          .   
Appropriate methods are used to  
 analyze data                 |  | |       |     |          .  
Sentence structure and punctuation 
 are correct                 |  | |       |     |          .  
Minimum of typographical errors  |  | |       |     |          .   
Spelling and grammar are correct       |  | |       |     |          .   
Material is clearly written               |  | |       |     |          .   
Tone is unbiased and impartial           |  | |       |     |          . 
Overall rating of significance of  
 problem                  |  | |       |     |          .     
Overall rating of creativity of  
 analysis                 |  | |       |     |          .   
Tables and figures used effectively |  | |       |     |          .  
Results of analysis presented clearly |  | |       |     |          .   
Major findings are discussed   |  | |       |     |          .   
Importance of findings explained       |  | |       |     |          .   
Relationship between the research  
 and findings is demonstrated with 
 tight, logical reasoning   |  | |       |     |          .   
Conclusions clearly stated   |  | |       |     |          .   
Conclusions based upon the results    |  | |       |     |          .   
Generalizations are confirmed            |  | |       |     |          .   
Implications of findings for the  
 field are discussed                |  | |       |     |          .   
Suggestions for further research  
 are cited                 |  | |       |     |          .  
Overall rating of the conduct of 
 the study and the final document      |  | |       |     |          .   
 GENERAL COMMENTS:________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.H. Symposium and Presentation   
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At the end of the academic year, each MS candidate will present a paper (20 minute oral 
presentation, followed by 15 minute Q&A) to a day-long STS in Medicine Symposium, 
sponsored by the Department of Anthropology, History & Social Medicine. This event 
acts as the oral defense of the MS thesis, and is intended to be the presentation of the 
results of the MS thesis.  
 
2.I. Normative Time from Matriculation to Degree 
 
Generally, students will complete all course unit requirements by the end of the spring 
quarter, with Supervised Research units remaining the only outstanding units required for 
graduation. The student will complete these units during the summer months, along with 
the final preparation of the MS thesis, which will be presented at the end of the academic 
year. The degree will be awarded only after successful completion of the coursework (full 
unit requirements) and acceptance of the MS thesis by the MS Committee, typically 12 
months after matriculation. This is a rigorous master’s degree program, but not so 
difficult as to be impossible to complete. 
 
2.J. Plan for the Evaluation of the Program 
 
Each course taught as part of the STS in Medicine Program (core and elective courses 
that count toward the mater’s degree) will be evaluated by the students who will fill out a 
course evaluation questionnaire (see Appendix 1). A longitudinal study will be developed 
to assess regularly the impact of the MS program on career developments, productivity, 
and placement of graduates. Learning portfolios (“ePortfolio”) will be used to showcase 
student learning, provide a framework for assessing academic progress, and demonstrate 
how skills have developed over time.  
 
The Director of Graduate Studies for the STS in Medicine degree program will be 
responsible for keeping records and data that will provide the basis for annual reports on 
the performance of the master’s program presented to the MS Committee. This 
information will also be used to facilitate a quinquenniel ACADEMIC PROGRAM 
REVIEW coordinated by the Graduate Division and the Graduate Council.  
 
The ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW COMMITTEE will be comprised of a minimum 
of four colleagues from outside UCSF who are faculty in existing academic programs in 
Science and Technology Studies, History of Science and/or Medicine, Medical 
Anthropology, Medical Sociology or any related academic fields that would provide 
familiarity with current scholarship and professional standards (the list of programs listed 
in 1.D. above provides a pool of colleagues who could participate in a five-year review).     
 
 
SECTION 3: PROGRAM NEED 
 
3.A. Student Demand for the Program  
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As suggested in sections 1.B.1 and 1.B.2 above, the interdisciplinary academic field of 
Science and Technology Studies has grown steadily since its origins approximately three 
decades ago. Growth is indicated institutionally, marked by increasing academic 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs across the country (UC system, Cornell, 
MIT, Wisconsin, Illinois, Florida, etc.), by growth in membership to its scholarly 
societies (particularly Society for Social Studies of Science, Society for the History of 
Technology), and publication in its specialized journals (Social Studies of Science; 
Technology and Culture; Science, Technology & Human Values, etc.).  
 
The concentration on science and technology studies in medicine (specifically as applied 
to the biomedical context) is now recognized as a subspecialty in this robust academic 
field. It carries the benefit of drawing on theoretical and methodological frameworks 
developed by scholars across the field, but uses them to define issues and problems in the 
growing medical science and technology industry.  While increasing numbers of 
undergraduate and PhD programs are established, very few master’s programs 
specializing in medical science and technology studies exist, and the proposed master’s 
degree program at UCSF will be the first to provide an avenue of study within an 
institution dedicated to the health professions.  
 
Out target studentship is outlined above (1.A) and includes medical students pursuing a 
master’s option, residents who wish to expand their research skills to tackle qualitative 
research problems, and fellows. There are also students who wish to pursue an MS 
having graduating with a degree in STS from one of the undergraduate degree programs 
(such as at UC Davis, UC Santa Cruz or Stanford). Many students enter medical school 
with backgrounds in the social science and humanities and are eager to have the 
opportunity to pursue a higher level of training in the field, but who are not intending to 
commit to a PhD program.   
 
Existing programs at UCSF provide one stimulus for potential enrolment. The 
Humanities in Medicine Area of Concentration and the Social Science in Medicine Area 
of Concentration, which provides elective course credit for medical students interested in 
areas germane to the field addressed by the STS in Medicine program, foster interest 
among students.  
 
To help gauge interest in pursuing the proposed master’s degree, a Medical Humanities 
Working Group was established and information has been distributed through the Dean 
of the School of Medicine’s email list to all levels of faculty and students. Eighty-six 
faculty and students have subscribed to the email list, and some sixty faculty and students 
have attended two formal meetings to date to discuss plans to develop an MS program in 
this area. Feedback affirms the demand for this academic opportunity to exist. 
Anecdotally, multiple applicants to the PhD programs in Medical Anthropology and 
History of Health Sciences would benefit from the opportunity to be admitted to the MS 
program as a prelude to the PhD, and the program would serve the interest of a number of 
UCSF residents and fellows who have approached DAHSM seeking opportunity for 
graduate study (some of whom are presently accommodated on an ad-hoc basis for 
independent supervised research).   
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In summary, we have identified a broader range of potential applicants to this program, 
beyond the UME/GME student body (section 6.A provides what we believe is a realistic 
figure of at least four students a year, with explanation of financial implications of that 
number). However, because of the plans under development to create a “Pathway to 
Discovery” program of study at UCSF, one potential source of students is indeed medical 
students who pursue the “Area of Concentration” in Social Science and Humanities in 
Medicine (the name of that “Pathway”). We hope this master’s program will be in place 
in order to fulfill the potential demand created by this institutional development. The 
Department has been contacted by people seeking information about our degree programs 
who were not candidates for the History or Anthropology PhD programs, but were 
interested in the Social Medicine MS-in-progress that is discussed on our web site. 
Furthermore, undergraduate degree programs in Science and Technology Studies at 
institutions like UC Davis, Santa Cruz, or San Diego are producing potential candidates 
for a master’s program such as the one we propose. 
 
3.B. Opportunities for Placement of Graduates 
 
Science and Technology Studies prepares students for the many expanding career 
opportunities in managing information and practices surrounding the medical science and 
technology industry, including designing qualitative research projects, science and 
technology policy, the design and maintenance of museum exhibits and archival 
collections, science journalism, science advice and expert assessment, as well as 
engaging with issues involving legal and ethical issues. 
 
We envision that the master’s program will provide essential training for students who 
wish to pursue PhD level research in medical anthropology, history of health sciences, 
medical sociology, or one of the PhD programs in science and technology studies 
elsewhere. However, not every student will intend to pursue a PhD, nor will every 
student wish this to provide a spring board to an academic career in this specified field. 
We envision a number of students with primary training in medicine or science who wish 
to expand the scope of their analytical skills and knowledge of the social and cultural 
contexts of the production of medical science and technology to enhance their 
investigations and work in their primary professional field.   
 
The placement depends on the student, and as stated above there is reason to believe that 
we will admit other than medical students. Graduates may go on to pursue a PhD in one 
of a number of PhD programs, and that would indicate that they would ultimately be 
placed in an academic department. Candidates may already have a career path, but wish 
to take the time to learn social science research methods and pursue intellectual questions 
about their technical work as it relates to social, cultural, policy, ethical or other concerns. 
The skills and knowledge they acquire would allow them to design and implement new 
research projects, apply for grants, etc, in areas relating to the impact of medical 
technology on areas of health practice, social medicine policy, and so on (the NSF 
funding programs in Science and Technology Studies is a good example). The “value 
added” applies to all students, not only medical students. It is a program that cultivates 
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critical reflection of the way medical knowledge and technical innovation is impacting 
social, political and ethical dimensions of health care.  
 
 
 
3.C. Importance to the Discipline and Impact of STS in Medicine on Medicine and 
Science 
 
The interdisciplinary academic field of Science and Technology Studies develops new 
perspectives on theoretical and practical work within science, medicine and technology 
that connect such work to broader social, cultural, economic, and professional concerns. 
STS in Medicine builds upon the expertise of its students who have intimate knowledge 
of the theories and practices within medical science and technology to investigate their 
broader social, political, and economic impact and contribute to an interdisciplinary 
perspective on how such work connects to its broader cultural contexts. The unique 
concentration of expertise in fields of medical science, technology, and the art of health 
care delivery, along with scholars and scholarship drawing on social science and 
humanities modes of inquiry to critically reflect on these always evolving fields, will 
provide the broader academic discipline with new insights and models of investigation.  
 
STS in Medicine enables students with training in medicine or basic science to develop 
analytic and methodological research skills that will in turn enhance their careers in 
medicine or basic science. Different sub-disciplines in medicine and science are engaged 
with social issues that raise questions beyond the immediate purview of biomedical 
investigation. The questions relate to problems of communication (whether engaged in 
‘translational research’ or media attention), interpretation of evidence (different 
approaches to using clinical as opposed to laboratory data), and ethics. Especially at 
UCSF where increased attention is focused on new interdisciplinary collaborations, STS 
in Medicine helps set a foundation for cross-disciplinary communication by taking 
common issues away from the context of the clinic or laboratory and examining the 
processes by which meaning is made of the products of science as part of a social 
dynamic. STS in Medicine is a portal through which social science methods can be 
pragmatically brought to bear on modern research questions at the interface of science 
and medicine. 
 
As examples of this type of collaboration and integration of knowledge that can take 
place through this degree program we profile the experiences of several of the faculty 
members in our Division of Social Medicine and others whose medical and scientific 
work has been impacted by engaging with the social sciences represented in STS in 
Medicine. 
 
Example 1: Impact on psychiatric research. Niranjan Karnik, MD, PhD. Dr. Karnik is 
currently an Assistant Professor of Social Medicine and Psychiatry (Adjunct Series). He 
is trained as a child & adolescent psychiatrist, and also holds a PhD in Sociology. His 
research is centered on the study of underserved and vulnerable youth. He has worked 
extensively on topics in the subfields of childhood aggression and juvenile delinquency. 
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Recent research in the neurobiology of trauma and aggression has identified specific 
genes which appear to mediate social experience. Variants of the monoamine oxidase 
gene have been linked to the development of conduct disorder which can be a precursor 
to adult antisocial behavior. Dr. Karnik’s research ultimately seeks to incorporate both 
the genetics of vulnerability and resilience in childhood, and also understand with much 
greater specificity that current studies have allowed the types, nature and forms of trauma 
that make children vulnerable. He currently works as a consultant psychiatrist to Larkin 
Street Youth Services which provides care to homeless and street youth of San Francisco. 
These children likely have genetic subtypes which predispose them to further psychiatric 
morbidity (and giving their ability to survive may will have the resilient haplotype), but 
their experiences need to be understood in order to place their biological development 
within a more complex context. Gene-environment interactions, in this sense, are highly 
complex, and need to be considered with a varied set of tools through a model of 
translational science that incorporates the social sciences. 
 
STS in Medicine provides training that helps to fill this sizable gap by providing the 
methods for studying social and environmental factors, training students who can be both 
scientists and social scientists to further this work, and give medical students the 
necessary skills to address the social and biological aspects of human experience. 
 
Example 2: Impact in pharmacological research. Jeremy Greene, MD, PhD, is a 
visiting scholar and associate in the Division of Social Medicine who has conducted 
much research on trends in medical practice and pharmaceutical developments 
(culminating in his recent book Prescribing by Numbers: Drugs and the Definition of 
Disease, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006). His research explores the social impact 
of prescription drugs to prevent or mitigate the development of chronic diseases which 
might become life-threatening. Using STS methods, he analyses case studies relating to 
the development and life-cycle of specific drugs, for instance, chlorothiazide (Diuril) 
which is used to reduce high blood pressure, and other drugs that are sued to reduce 
cholesterol or control the development of diabetes. These cases help students to 
understand the processes of discovery, development, and marketing of these drugs, as 
well as to understand the changes in scientific knowledge, medical practice and the 
regulatory regime in the wake of these drugs. In examining this impact, Dr. Greene 
unravels what he calls “the complex nexus of drug and disease, risk and diagnosis, 
medicines and the marketplace” which is at the center of modern American medical 
practice.  

By contextualizing common medical practices, Greene’s work shows that there 
are many participants and stakeholders in this nexus which stretches far beyond drug 
companies and their marketers, or physicians and their patients, to encompass, inter alia, 
consumer groups, insurance companies, diagnostic technologies and expert committees. 
As a medical practitioner, Dr. Greene notes that this insight not only provides a clearer 
sense of professional responsibility as a participant in a complex industry, but 
examination of the role of physicians and physician organizations in related topics, such 
as in the development of prescriber profiling, is directly relevant to the contemporary 
policy debate surrounding this issue.  
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Example 3: Impact on genetic research and its ethical frameworks  
Dr. David Suzuki is Professor of Zoology and a geneticist at the University of British 
Columbia, as well as a prolific author and popular science broadcaster. We believe he 
sets a good example of how critical reflexivity about one’s own scientific practices helps 
one to grapple with ethical issues and gain a sense of perspective about the yet-unknown 
impact of biotechnological research. STS in Medicine draws on some of his own writings 
and research, and his own articulation of the importance of such studies was offered in 
publicity materials for an invited lecture he gave a few years ago, form which we quote.  

“As a geneticist, I am thrilled and excited with the profound insights and 
manipulative powers acquired by molecular biologists. I am absolutely sure there will be 
important applications that will be derived from this technological prowess.  However, I 
also believe it is far too premature to begin to apply these techniques for medical 
treatments, food; or to condone the release of manipulated organisms into the wild (like 
salmon or trees). While our acquisition of knowledge has been stunning, biotechnology is 
an infant field where our technological dexterity has not been matched by our 
understanding of the complex interactions and interconnections that make an organism 
and community of organisms what they are.  Nor does this knowledge guarantee its 
confident and ethical use in the arenas of economics or politics. In this talk, I will present 
my case for the hazards of our current rush to apply this limited knowledge.”  

One of the aims of the STS in Medicine course work is to place case-studies of 
laboratory developments into a broader analytical framework that raises awareness of 
social and ethical concerns. Furthermore, it works to develop specific skills to assist 
students in the ways that they might be asked to communicate their research to a wider 
public, including journalists. We thus draw on literature   
 
(See above, section 2.G.1 –Illustrative Examples of Possible Thesis Topics, for further 
statements about how the work of MSTS connects to the experiences, career interests, 
and academic culture of students whose primary training might be in other fields of 
medicine, science or industry.)   
 
 
SECTION 4: LIST OF CORE FACULTY MEMBERS, RANKS AND HIGHEST 
DEGREES  
 
The following is a list of UCSF faculty members who currently teach and/or mentor 
students in a related Department and degree program and who have agreed to contribute 
to the proposed master’s degree program as core faculty and committee members.  
 
Brian Dolan, PhD – Director, Division of Social Medicine, Course Instructor  
Professor of Social Medicine and Medical Humanities 
Primary appointment: Department of Anthropology, History and Social Medicine 
  Dr. Dolan will be Chair of the STS in Medicine degree committee and Director of 
Graduate Studies for the MS program. He currently teaches graduate level courses (HSS 
212, Medical Technology, as well as co-instructor on History of Health Science Core 
Courses), and has submitted course forms for HSS [STS] 213, Interdisciplinary 
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Readings) and sits on dissertation and examination committees for the PhD Programs in 
Medical Anthropology and History of Health Sciences.  
  He is also the Director of the Humanities in Medicine Area of Concentration and 
teaches the Core Course in Medical Humanities for fourth year medical students (IDS 
140.04).  
  Dr. Dolan has a PhD from Cambridge University from the Department of History and 
Philosophy of Science. From 1996-2002 he was employed by the Wellcome Trust in the 
UK to design and teach on new history of medicine curricula developed at the University 
of East Anglia and taught medical history in the Anatomy Department at University 
College, London. He is the author of six scholarly books in the fields of history, 
sociology and literature and is the author of dozens of articles published in journals 
including History of Science, British Journal for the History of Science, ISIS, Annals of 
Science, and History of the Human Sciences.  

He is the editor of the international journal Social History of Medicine (Oxford). 
 
Adele Clarke, PhD -  Faculty Mentor and Elective Course Instructor  
Professor of Sociology 
Primary Appointment: Social and Behavioral Sciences, School of Nursing; Adjunct 
Professor, History of Health Sciences, DAHSM 
  Dr. Clarke teaches In the PhD program in Medical Sociology and sits on students 
dissertation committees in Medical Anthropology and Medical Sociology. She teaches 
core courses in qualitative research (SOC 285 A-C) and a graduate survey course titled 
Science, Technology and Medicine Studies (SOC 282) which will be cross-listed with 
STS in Medicine.  
  Dr. Clarke is a leading scholar and pioneer of theoretical and methodological work in 
STS, particularly Technoscience Studies and Feminist Epistemologies. Her recent 
publications include Situational Analysis: Grounded Theory after the Postmodern Turn, 
Revisioning Women, Health and Healing: Feminist, Cultural and Technoscience 
Perspectives, The Right Tools for the Job: At Work in Twentieth Century Life Sciences.   
 
Daniel Dohan, PhD – Faculty Mentor and Thesis Advisor  
Assistant Professor, Institute for Health Policy Studies, UCSF Comprehensive Cancer 
Center 
  Dr. Dohan has a PhD in Sociology from UC Berkeley and conducts research on 
substance abuse and reforms of the health care system. He is the author of The Price of 
Poverty: Money, Work and Culture in the American-Mexican Barrio.  
 
Niranjan Karnik, MD, PhD – Faculty Mentor and MSTS Seminar Organizer  
Adjunct Instructor - DAHSM 
  Dr. Karnik received his MD from the University of Illinois and his PhD in the program 
for Science, Technology, Information and Medicine at UI. Dr. Karnik joined DAHSM in 
2005 to help expand teaching at the interface of clinical practice and critical social 
science theory. Since August 2004 he has served as the organizer for the Social Medicine 
Grand Rounds/Critical Social Science Case Conference. He has also served as an advisor 
for MD-PhD students in DAHSM.    
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Sharon Kaufman, PhD – Faculty Mentor and Course Instructor  
Professor in Residence, Institute on Health and Aging; DAHSM 
  Dr. Kaufman has a PhD in Medical Anthropology from UCSF. She teaches students in 
the fields of anthropology, sociology, gerontology, medicine, nursing, public health and 
social welfare.  She has served on the UCSF Committee for Human Research and the 
Chancellor's Committee to investigate the Second World War radiation experiments 
conducted on patients at UCSF Hospital. She is the author of numerous articles and three 
books: The Ageless Self: Sources of Meaning in Late Life (1986);  The Healer's Tale: 
Transforming Medicine and Culture (1993); and ...And a Time to Die: How American 
Hospitals Shape the End of Life (2005).  Dr. Kaufman is currently investigating the ways 
in which life-extending medical procedures in late life shape knowledge and practices 
surrounding normal aging, lifespan, family and obligation. 
 
Dorothy Porter, PhD – Departmental Chair, Faculty Mentor, Elective Course Instructor 
Chair and Professor, Anthropology, History and Social Medicine 
  Dr. Porter will serve on the MSTS MA Committee ex officio as Chair of DAHSM. She 
has allocated resources for administrative and student financial support for the MA 
Program.  
  Dr. Porter earned her PhD from the University of London in History of Medicine. She is 
the author of many books in the history and sociology of medicine, including the 
definitive history of public health, Health, Civilization and the State: A History of Public 
Health from Antiquity to Modernity. Her graduate course, “Disease and the Social Order 
from the Black Death to SARS” will be cross-listed with STS in Medicine as an elective.  
 
John Tercier, MD, PhD – Faculty Mentor, New Course Instructor  
Samuel Hahnemann Professor of the History of Medicine 
Primary appointment: DAHSM 
  Dr. Tercier was trained as an emergency room physician and obtained a PhD in cultural 
studies from the University of London. He previously taught in the Sociology 
Department at the University of Lancaster. At UCSF he supervises Medical Science 
Training Program students who are pursuing joint MD/PhD degrees and who are working 
in the area of social science and humanities in medicine. He teaches the core course for 
the History of Health Sciences PhD Program, elective courses in Medicine and the 
Media, and on the Humanities in Medicine Area of Concentration Program. 
  He is the author most recently of the monograph The Ultimate Rush: The Contemporary 
Deathbed and articles on the sociology of medical protocols. For the STS in Medicine 
degree program Dr. Tercier is developing a new course called “Critical Cases in 
Medicine”, which examines the techniques of differential diagnosis and its limitations 
when confronting diseases that have a complex social and cultural nosology.  
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SECTION 5: RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
5.A. Faculty and Staff Support 
 
The Department has recently appointed a new Graduate Programs Officer who is 
responsible for providing administrative support for this and the other graduate programs 
in the Department. However, full administrative support for all graduate programs is 
shared amongst DAHSM’s staffing structure which includes a financial analyst who 
advises students on grant applications and other financial issues and the MSO who 
oversees the administrative support provided for the graduate programs. 
 
The Director of Graduate Studies for STS in Medicine master’s degree program, who will 
also administer and be primary instructor for the Core Required Courses (STS 201A & B 
and STS 202) will designate 20% dedicated effort to these duties.  
 
The Program will provide approximately 8% effort support for up to two instructors to 
teach an elective course for the STS in Medicine program each year. This fiscal-year 
percentage reflects the effort to teach one 3 unit course during one quarter term. While 
the exact figure will be variable, we have budgeted a figure that will accommodate this 
expense (see 6.A. below).  
 
We have also budgeted for a percentage of time for an administrative assistant II to 
support duties related to the management of the MS program. The Chair of DAHSM has 
allocated a percentage of staff resources to support the administration of student affairs 
within DAHSM for the start-up of the program.   
 
 
5.B. UCSF Program Costs for Self-Supporting Programs 
The chart on the following page provides revised budget information. The budget 
narrative that follows refers to expenditure figures in that chart. Income figures with 
these expenses deducted is represented in the chart associated with 6.A, below. 
 
“Payroll Budget”: This line accounts for 20% effort for the MS Program Director. 
“TBA Instructor A”: This line accounts for approximately 8% effort for the fiscal year to 
an instructor to teach one 3 unit course created specifically for this MS program (in other 
words, this does not pay for an instructor’s effort to teach an already existing elective 
course in another program which will be open for enrolment to these MS students). This 
comes in at approximately $5,000 including the instructor’s benefits.  
“TBA Instructor B”: As above, Instructor A.  
“AA II”: This line budgets for a percentage of time for an administrative assistant II for 
program-related management.  
“Non-Payroll Expenses”: This figure reflects anticipated costs for computer support, 
teaching materials, etc.  
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5.C. Library Acquisitions  
 
There will be no additional costs for library acquisitions, as the books and journals 
necessary for the graduate program are already available in the library or on-line.  
 
5.D. Computing Costs and Equipment 
 
DAHSM has allocated access to computers within the Department suite at Laurel 
Heights. These stationary computers are maintained by IT staff on a Departmental 
contract. There are no additional equipment costs outside those represented under non-
payroll expenses, above.  
 
5.E. Space and Other Capital Facilities 
 
DAHSM has allocated two cubicle spaces for use by the master’s students in the 
Department suite at Laurel Heights. The Department also has common space which 
accommodates a learning community of scholars drawn from the different degree 
programs in the Department. The Department suite has a conference room and small 
meeting room available for booking. Classrooms are booked through the DAHSM staff at 
no cost for rooms at Laurel Heights for seminar and class meetings.  
 
 
SECTION 6: GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT 
 
6.A. Tuition and Fees 
 
Projected Income (Scenario with four CA resident students registered in MS 
program): 
The chart on the following page provides revised budget information. The budget 
narrative that follows refers to income figures in that chart. Expense figures in the line 
“Grand Total Program Costs” are carried over from the expenditure chart, above, 5.B.  
 
“Student Registration Revenue”: We have indicated above that we reasonably expect to 
be able to enroll four students a year to complete this one-year master’s program. We 
have set student fees at $18,000 a year, with a 5% increase each year.  
“Student Fees Recharge to Program Fund”: These figures reflect the total amount of 
student service costs deducted (“recharged”) from tuition income administered by UCSF 
Student Academic Affairs for master degree programs. These calculations are based on 
the 2007/08 costs provided by SAA ($6,771 per student, multiplied here by 4 students for 
the total amount), and cover student costs such as health insurance fees, Millberry Union 
membership, Admission and Registration fees, etc.     
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6.B. Stipends 
 
DAHSM currently has the opportunity to support two California resident MD/MA 
students with stipend support from departmental endowment funds.  
 
6.C. Health and Other Benefits  
 
All graduate students will be provided with a comprehensive health plan and other 
benefits in accordance with UCSF Graduate Division policies, paid for through the 
student service costs recharged to and administered by Student Academic Affairs, 
referred to above in chart 6.A. .  
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Appendix 1 
GRADUATE COURSE TEACHING EVALUATION FORM 

Medical Science & Technology Studies 
UCSF 

 
Course name and 

number:________________________________________________________________ 

Professor:_________________________ 

Date:_____________________________ 

 
This form will be made available to the instructor after final grades have been submitted. 
It will become part of the instructor’s dossier, and will be consulted when s/he is 
reviewed for reappointment, tenure, and promotion. 
 
PART I: Please respond to these statements, with 5 indicating that you strongly agree and 
1 indicating that you strongly disagree. 
 
THE COURSE       Disagree  
     Agree 
1. The course was pitched at the appropriate level.    1 2
 3 4 5 
2. The workload for the course was about right.    1 2
 3 4 5 
3. The required materials (texts, etc.) were appropriate to this course. 1 2
 3 4 5 
4. The assignments had instructional value and were related to the content. 1 2
 3 4 5 
5. The course was well planned.      1 2
 3 4 5 
6. The course was a valuable learning experience.    1 2
 3 4 5   
 
THE INSTRUCTOR       Disagree  
     Agree 
7. Established clear objectives for the course.    1 2
 3 4 5 
8. Used class time effectively.      1 2
 3 4 5 
9. Responded to questions adequately.     1 2
 3 4 5 
10. Provided constructive feedback.      1 2
 3 4 5 
11. Communicated clearly and effectively.     1 2
 3 4 5 
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12. Encouraged and facilitated student participation and discussion. 1 2
 3 4 5 
13. Created a supportive learning environment.    1 2
 3 4 5 
14. Demonstrated enthusiasm for teaching this course.   1 2
 3 4 5 
15. Stimulated critical thinking about the subject.    1 2
 3 4 5 
16. Stimulated your interest in this subject.     1 2
 3 4 5 
17. Was available to meet outside of class.     1 2
 3 4 5 
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PART II: Free response 
 
CONTENT OF THE COURSE 
Was the course content (topics, readings, assignments, etc.) what you would expect of a 
graduate-level curriculum, and appropriate to the particular curriculum of the 
department? Was it sufficiently challenging and up-to-date? Were you engaged by the 
material? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONDUCT OF THE COURSE 
Was the class handled well? Were the readings available and accessible? How were 
discussions facilitated? Did students make presentations and, if so, how were these 
incorporated into the learning dynamic of the class? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION 
Where applicable, were you satisfied with comments on your oral presentations and 
written work, guidance given in developing your own research, other feedback? 
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PART III: Constructive criticism 
Note: This page will not be included in the instructor’s dossier. It is intended to provide 
him/her with suggestions on how to improve the design and implementation of the course. 
 
How many hours did you devote outside of class per week to course preparation? 
 
What were the strongest aspects of this course? 
 
 
 
 
 
What were the weakest aspects of this course? 
 
 
 
 
 
What changes would you recommend in: 
 Topics covered? 
 
 
 
 
 
 Readings assigned? 
 
 
 
 
 
 Student participation? 
 
 
 
 
 
Any other comments? 
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Information Required by CPEC  

This questionnaire is to be completed by sponsoring faculty (department or group). It will be 
used by Systemwide Administration to prepare a report to the California Postsecondary 
Education Commission. If more space is required, please attach as many additional sheets as 
necessary. Attach to full proposal.  

1. Name of Program: 
  
Science and Technology Studies in Medicine 

2. Campus:  

UCSF 

3. Degree/Certificate:  

Master of Science 

4. CIP Classification (to be completed by Office of the President):  

5. Date to be started:  

September 2008 

6. If modification of existing program, identify that program and explain 
changes. 

N/A  

7. Purpose (academic or professional training) and distinctive features (how 
does this program differ from others, if any, offered in California?):  

The “Science and Technology Studies in Medicine” Master's Degree Program is a one-
year academic course of study for students who wish to master qualitative social 
science and humanities-oriented research methods to enhance their research designs 
and broaden their investigative projects. Course work includes instruction in core 
theory drawn from medical anthropology, history and sociology, providing a foundation 
in interdisciplinary scholarship commonly referred to as “science studies” at other 
institutions. Specialized topics such as qualitative research methods, social network 
analysis (use of tools such as SPSS), technology assessment, social dimensions of 
health care, the politics of bioentrepreneurship, and the philosophy of biomedicine are 
available through electives. The master’s program will provide a field of 
interdisciplinary academic investigation that examines the many ways that health, 
disease, and the practices of medicine, the biomedical sciences and implementation of 
medical technologies are affected by social and humanitarian concerns.  

The proposed program is a variation of Science and Technology Studies (or simply 
Science Studies) undergraduate programs at other UC campuses (Davis, Berkeley, 
Santa Cruz, LA, Irvine), and across the country in institutions such as Cornell and MIT. 
The UCSF program will be the first to adapt this field specifically to the study of 
modern biomedicine and medical technology.  
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8. Type(s) of students to be served:  

Medical students pursuing a master’s option, advanced pre-doctoral students, 
residents, and others who wish to augment their professional qualifications. 

9. If program is not in current campus academic plan, give reason for 
proposing program now:  

In 2006 the Department appointed a new FTE faculty to head the Division of Social 
Medicine, where this master’s degree will be housed. We have adjunct and part-time 
faculty in this division who will teach on the program. There is also growing interest in 
STS programs across the country, including increasing undergraduate education in the 
field (such as at UC Davis) providing further interest among prospective students.   

10. If program requires approval of a licensure board, what is the status of 
such approval?  

N/A 

11. Please list special features of the program (credit for experience, 
internships, lab requirements, unit requirements, etc.)  

N/A 

12. List all new courses required: Department, Course Number, Title, 
Hours/Week Lecture Lab.  

DAHSM, STS 201A, “Theoretical Framework for Science and Technology Studies” (4 
units); 2 hour/week lecture; 3 hours/week seminar; 3 hours project work. 

DAHSM, STS 201B, “Methodology for Science and Technology Studies” (4 units); 2 
hour/week lecture; 3 hours/week seminar; 3 hours project work. 

DAHSM, STS 202. Thesis Workshop. (1 unit) Spring. 3 hour workshop. 

13. List all other required courses: Department, Course Number, Title, 
Hours/Week Lecture Lab.  

Students are required to take three elective courses (minimum 4 units each) from 
among a number offered through the existing graduate programs in history of health 
sciences, medical sociology, and medical anthropology. They also are required to 
enroll in the Social Medicine Grand Rounds seminar series (1 unit).  

14. List UC campuses and other California institutions, public or private, 
which now offer or plan to offer this program or closely related programs:  

The following UC institutions, to the best of our knowledge, do not have a program 
akin to what we have been generically referring to as Science and Technology Studies, 
nor anything that approximates the more focused Science and Technology Studies in 
Medicine degree program: UC Irvine; UC Merced; UC Riverside. UCLA have 
conventional medical history and history of science programs, while UC Santa Barbara 
offers MA/PhD programs in History of Science, Technology and Medicine, which appear 
to be more historical than interdisciplinary (requiring course work in ancient, early-
modern and modern history of science). Of the programs and areas of study at other 
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UC institutions, the following list reflects the most closely related forms of intellectual 
inquiry to the activities of the proposed master’s degree at UCSF 

UC Berkeley: UCB runs a program in History of Science and Technology, within the 
Department of History, which complements (and is run in cooperation with) the 
History of Health Sciences PhD program at UCSF. The OHST field of study offers both 
the MA and PhD degrees.  

UC Davis just recently obtained approval to officially launch its interdisciplinary 
undergraduate degree program in Science and Technology Studies, but as yet does 
not offer a graduate degree in this area.  

UC Santa Cruz: The Knowledge Society Center “extends the conception of knowledge 
economy to all social, cultural, political and economic aspects of science and 
technology.” In particular, it takes the innovations and inventions from Silicon Valley 
as a primary field of investigation. Launched in 2003, this Center is developing a 
curriculum to connect humanities studies with other disciplines to introduce students 
to “the diversity of research traditions and institutions in which students and 
researchers need to be trained in order to work in different contexts.” 
(http://knowledgesociety.ucsc.edu/about.html) 

UC San Diego offers a MA degree in History of Science, but the more closely related 
field of Sociology of Science, Technology and Medicine, a subject taught at UCSD 
Department of Sociology, does not offer a MA (only PhD) in this subject. 

At a “meta-level”, a network of faculty and students in the UC system connected to 
the field of Science and Technology Studies was formed in 2005, under the name 
University of California Science, Technology and Society Network. Particularly in the 
Bay Area, UC Davis, Berkeley, San Francisco and Santa Cruz have used this network 
to promote seminars and conferences at the respective campuses, which has led to 
collaboration and student community building.  

The programs referred to above are not redundant to, but complement the 
development of the field of Medical Science and Technology Studies. The existence of 
undergraduate degree programs (such as UC Davis) and curricular innovations for 
elective study (such as at UC Santa Cruz) lead to greater opportunities for recruitment 
of students interested in continuing to advanced degree programs.  

 

15. List any related program offered by the proposing institution and explain 
relationship.  

The Department of Anthropology, History & Social Medicine (DAHSM, School of 
Medicine) has two PhD programs: Medical Anthropology and History of Health 
Sciences. A professional master’s degree is also available through enrolment in the 
History of Health Sciences division. Social and Behavioral Sciences (School of Nursing) 
has a PhD program in Sociology. Much of the coursework that is available for graduate 
students enrolled in any of these three PhD programs will be open to students enrolled 
in the new master’s in Science and Technology Studies in Medicine (in addition to new 
courses developed specifically for the new master’s program). It is DAHSM’s mission to 
provide students with the intellectual and analytic resources to recognize and respond 
to key social, cultural and ethical issues in contemporary medicine. This master’s 
degree extends an educational platform to a broader studentship. 

http://knowledgesociety.ucsc.edu/about.html
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16. Summarize employment prospects for graduates of the proposed 
program. Give results of job market survey if such has been made.  

Science and Technology Studies prepares students for the many expanding career 
opportunities in managing information and practices surrounding the medical science 
and technology industry, including designing qualitative research projects, science and 
technology policy, the design and maintenance of museum exhibits and archival 
collections, science journalism, science advice and expert assessment, as well as 
engaging with issues involving legal and ethical issues. 

We envision that the master’s program will provide essential training for students who 
wish to pursue PhD level research in medical anthropology, history of health sciences, 
medical sociology, or one of the PhD programs in science and technology studies 
elsewhere. However, not every student will intend to pursue a PhD, nor will every 
student wish this to provide a spring board to an academic career in this specified 
field. We envision a number of students with primary training in medicine or science 
who wish to expand the scope of their analytical skills and knowledge of the social and 
cultural contexts of the production of medical science and technology to enhance their 
investigations and work in their primary professional field.   

The placement depends on the student, and as stated above there is reason to believe 
that we will admit other than medical students. Graduates may go on to pursue a PhD 
in one of a number of PhD programs, and that would indicate that they would 
ultimately be placed in an academic department. Candidates may already have a 
career path, but wish to take the time to learn social science research methods and 
pursue intellectual questions about their technical work as it relates to social, cultural, 
policy, ethical or other concerns. The skills and knowledge they acquire would allow 
them to design and implement new research projects, apply for grants, etc, in areas 
relating to the impact of medical technology on areas of health practice, social 
medicine policy, and so on (the NSF funding programs in Science and Technology 
Studies is a good example). The “value added” applies to all students, not only 
medical students. It is a program that cultivates critical reflection of the way medical 
knowledge and technical innovation is impacting social, political and ethical dimensions 
of health care. 

17. Give estimated enrollment for the first 5 years and state basis for 
estimate.  

We aim to admit four students a year during the first five years of the one-year 
master’s degree program. We will re-evaluate student demand and budgetary issues 
to decide at that time if we can increase admission.  

18. Give estimates of the additional cost of the program by year for 5 years in 
each of the following categories: FTE Faculty, Library Acquisitions, 
Computing, Other Facilities, Equipment, Provide brief explanation of any of 
the costs where necessary.  

FTE: The Director of Graduate Studies for STS in Medicine master’s degree program, 
who will also administer and be primary instructor for the Core Required Courses (STS 
201A & B and STS 202) will designate 20% dedicated effort to these duties. The 
Director will be the recently appointed Professor of Social Medicine who holds an FTE.  

The Program will provide approximately 8% effort support for up to two instructors to 
teach an elective course for the STS in Medicine program each year. This fiscal-year 
percentage reflects the effort to teach one 3 unit course during one quarter term. 
While the exact figure will be variable, we have budgeted a figure that will 
accommodate this expense. 
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Admin: We have also budgeted for a percentage of time for an administrative assistant 
II to support duties related to the management of the MS program. The Chair of 
DAHSM has allocated a percentage of staff resources to support the administration of 
student affairs within DAHSM for the start-up of the program. 

The Department has recently appointed a new Graduate Programs Officer who is 
responsible for providing administrative support for this and the other graduate 
programs in the Department. However, full administrative support for all graduate 
programs is shared amongst DAHSM’s staffing structure which includes a financial 
analyst who advises students on grant applications and other financial issues and the 
MSO who oversees the administrative support provided for the graduate programs. 

Library: There will be no additional costs for library acquisitions, as the books and 
journals necessary for the graduate program are already available in the library or on-
line. 

Computer: DAHSM has allocated access to computers within the Department suite at 
Laurel Heights. These stationary computers are maintained by IT staff on a 
Departmental contract.  

Other capital facilities: DAHSM has allocated two cubicle spaces for use by the 
master’s students in the Department suite at Laurel Heights. The Department also has 
common space which accommodates a learning community of scholars drawn from the 
different degree programs in the Department. The Department suite has a conference 
room and small meeting room available for booking. Classrooms are booked through 
the DAHSM staff at no cost for rooms at Laurel Heights for seminar and class meetings 

19. How and by what agencies will the program be evaluated. 

Each course taught as part of the STS in Medicine Program (core and elective courses 
that count toward the mater’s degree) will be evaluated by the students who will fill 
out a course evaluation questionnaire (see Appendix 1). A longitudinal study will be 
developed to assess regularly the impact of the MS program on career developments, 
productivity, and placement of graduates. Learning portfolios (“ePortfolio”) will be 
used to showcase student learning, provide a framework for assessing academic 
progress, and demonstrate how skills have developed over time.  

The Director of Graduate Studies for the STS in Medicine degree program will be 
responsible for keeping records and data that will provide the basis for annual reports 
on the performance of the master’s program presented to the MS Committee. This 
information will also be used to facilitate a quinquenniel review performed by a peer 
review committee.  

The peer review committee will be comprised of a minimum of four colleagues from 
outside UCSF who are faculty in existing academic programs in Science and 
Technology Studies, History of Science and/or Medicine, Medical Anthropology, Medical 
Sociology or any related academic fields that would provide familiarity with current 
scholarship and professional standards. 

 


